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topic: traveling 
Genre: Adventure 
Premise:  
A cabbie, hates the city, his passenger, a young man is just beginning to love it. At the 
end of the taxi ride, the driver steps out, and the young man becomes the driver, goes and 
picks up other eager tourists of the city. 

Synopsis:  
This story consists of a cabbie, who is very used to this city (imprecise representation of a 
city, that can be any city. Graffiti, people on bikes, street vendors, etc), who picks up a young 
boy who’s just ecstatic about arriving in this city. Through their conversation, the cabbie 
changes the young man’s excitement, telling him how everything in this city is the same as 
any other city. When the cab arrives at the destination, the cabbie is the one who gets out. 
The young man, now with all the knowledge of this city, becomes the new cabbie.  
 
 
I need to research how to film in a vehicle. In order to control the parts of the city I want the 
cab to pass through, I might need to green screen the windows, then composite plates of 
cities. If I go with this method, I need to figure out how to match the lighting of the city 
plates and the actors in the cab. I want the main plot of the story to center around their 
dialogue, but I also want to get across the idea that even though each city has its landmarks, it



Genre: Fantasy 
Premise:  
A young man steps into a taxi, with a full bar on the inside. The cabbie, also the 
bartender, drives the cab while making him drinks, and teaching him about the city.  

Synopsis:  
A young man steps into a normal looking taxi, to find a full bar in the interior. An 
average man's limo. Every bottle on the shelves has floating lights and particles. When 
the vehicle moves, all the bottles respond to the bumps on the road, but they don’t fall 
off. The cabbie drives the taxi with a steering wheel on the ceiling of the cab, he looks at 
a rear view mirror to see the road. During their taxi ride, the cabbie teaches the young 
man about the city, and how it’s just like every city he’s ever visited in his day. The 
conversation changes the young man’s excitement about the city. When the cab arrives at 
the destination, the young man hesitantly gets out of the cab. 
 
I had a dream about a taxi with a bar on the inside during my Freshman year. I ended up 
using the story for my dream object assignment for Everett. I think the bar element will add 
another level to the previous “adventure” story. I would approach the technical issues the 
same way, using green screen to composite the “city” out the window. I would also need to 
green screen the interior of the cab, so I can construct a full CG bar with strange bottles of 
alcohol. I would need to model, texture, light, and animate the particles for the bottles. I am 
not a character animator, but I love incorporating live action actors into my scenes, because I 
do believe I need a character to convey the dialogues I want to express. I want this piece to 
reach a general young adult audience. 
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